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‘Comprehension passage and Paragraph Writing’

Note: 1) Students will firstly learn the paragraph on ‘konark Temple’ then write it. 
2) Read the comprehension passage carefully and then attempt the question answers.

 Paragraph writing on ‘KONARK TEMPLE’
1. Konark sun temple is a temple at Konark, in Orissa.
2. The term ‘Konark’ has been derived from ‘Kona’ and ‘Arka’ which means ‘corner’ and ‘sun’.
3. It is also known as ‘Black Pagoda’.
4. This temple is dedicated to the Sun god Surya.
5. This temple is one of the most famous temples in India and is a World Heritage Site.
6. It was built in thirteenth century.
7. It took 12 years to complete this temple.
8. Rabindra Nath Tagore was described it as ‘poetry in stone’.

EXERCISE WORK

(comprehension passage)

Read about the festival of Bihu.

Bihu is the most popular festival in Assam and is celebrated to honour the importance of agriculture 
in people’s lives. The people celebrate three types of Bihu every year- Bohaag Bihu, Kati Bihu, Magh 
Bihu.

Bohaag Bihu is celebrated in the month of Bohaag (middle of April) and marks the beginning of the 
seeding time. It is celebrated over several days. Traditional folk songs and dances are the main 
attraction of this festival.

Kati Bihu is celebrated in the middle of October, when people perform silent prayers by lightning 
earthen lamps in fields. It is the time when farmers are hoping for a good produce.

Magh Bihu indicates the end of the harvesting period. It is celebrated in the middle of January. It is 
the festival of feasting. Women prepare traditional sweets which are shared with friends, neighbours 
and relatives. People enjoy singing and dancing throughout the night and light bonfires.

Bihu festival is celebrated by everyone in Assam. The festival promotes a spirit of love and 
brotherhood among the people.

Q-1 Choose the correct option.

1) How any types of Bihu are there?
a. Two                     b. three                        c. one                            d. four



2) Kati Bihu is celebrated in the middle of which month?
a. April                     b. march                      c. October                    d. January

3) What are the main attraction of Bohaag Bihu?
a. Food                     b. clothes                     c. lamps                        d. folk songs and dance

Q-2 Answer these questions.

a) What do the people of Assam do during Kati Bihu?
__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

b) What does the festival of Bihu promote?
__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

c) What does Magh Bihu indicate?
__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Q-3 Write a paragraph on ‘ KONARK TEMPLE’

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________


